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The misbegotten career of Roy Lichtenstein
bold cartoon canvases in the late ’60s.
Guston’s hulking Klansmen and cyclopean heads transcend their ridiculous initial
impact through subtle colors and textures
that fuse their shapes into visceral, slowburning narratives. Like all great paintings,
they have a corporeal presence, an ineffable
element that is leached out of Lichtenstein’s work by his ponderous formalism.
The pilot’s huge face in Okay, Hot-Shot
harangues the viewer like a billboard; nothing lingers except the advertisement for
more product. Lichtenstein kept the brand
consistent through an immediately ossified style, cranking everything from Greek
columns to Monet’s Rouen Cathedral to
Ab-Ex brushstrokes through his Image Duplicator (to borrow one of his snider titles).
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with a moving, numinous static, Lichtenstein was laboriously cutting and pasting
other artists’ images into leaden pastiches.
In 1963, Lichtenstein ransacked five
comic panels originally drawn by the
virtuoso Russ Heath and the stalwart Irv
Novick to cobble together his fighter-jet
painting Okay, Hot-Shot. The critic Adam
Gopnik has pointed out that Lichtenstein
transformed the pilot’s exclamation, “Okay,
hot-shot, okay! I’m pouring!,” into a dig at
the “cult of the poured painting,” a form of
abstraction championed by critic Clement
Greenberg (who was no admirer of Pop art).
But such a wan in-joke, entombed within
Lichtenstein’s trademark fields of dots, can’t
elevate his spindly lettering and clunky
contours to the realm of great painting.
Curators make much of Lichtenstein’s
tweaks to the original comic compositions—in the case of Okay, Hot-Shot, shifting
the six-foot-tall pilot’s face just enough into
the frame to include his left iris, a crop that
echoes the angle of a jet added to the background. But this is Composition 101, as the
website Deconstructing Roy Lichtenstein
illustrates by pairing Lichtenstein’s paintings with the original comic panels. The
artist’s flabby lines, blunt colors, and graceless designs are invariably less dynamic than
the workaday realism of the comic pros.
Where a comics expressionist like Jerry
Grandenetti deftly angled gun barrels to
just nip the corner of a panel, Lichtenstein
hoists them to a rote diagonal in his 1963
appropriation As I Opened Fire, a layout
miscue that reduces painting to poster.
Lichtenstein had been an academic
and was steeped in modernist theories
of how figure and ground relate on a flat
canvas. His belief that “drawing doesn’t
have to be done with sensitive line” might
have surprised the Abstract-Expressionist
master Philip Guston, who was making
gorgeously expressive ink-and-pencil
sketches as he developed his own style of
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oy Lichtenstein is the most overrated artist of the 20th century.
Sure, he’s a crowd pleaser. His
heroically scaled paintings of
denizens from a disdained strata
of American culture—tearful maidens,
wisecracking fighter pilots, and other characters cribbed from comic books—hang in
museums worldwide. A woman stares at
an alarm clock, her pink, three-foot-high
face crafted from a field of red dots, yellow
trapped within thick
black lines.
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